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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates in general to optical devices and in particular to optical devices associated with
synthetic images and methods associated therewith.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Synthetic images of different kinds have during a long time been used for many different purposes. One typical
example of applications of synthetic images is as authentication purposes. A synthetic image is given different properties
that are difficult to forge, but which are still easily noticed by the viewer’s eyes and/or a simple assisting device. A very
much used example of a system that has the ability to provide such synthetic images is a so-called Moiré device. In the
two-dimensional version of such a device, a large multitude of small focussing elements are arranged in an array. An
image plane is provided with optically distinguishable icons or geometrical features which are imaged through a respective
focussing element towards a viewer’s eyes, where the human brain creates a composite synthetic image.
[0003] Typical examples of prior-art systems that have been used or can be used for e.g. authentication purposes can
e.g. be found in the published international patent applications WO 03/061983 or WO 2009/085003.
[0004] The published US patent application US 2009/0102179 A1 discloses a counterfeit proof label having an optically
concealed progressive shifting security safety symbol for quick visual identification utilizing a mobile phone for online
verification. In the published International Patent Application WO 2008/008635 A2 a micro-optic security and image
presentation system is disclosed. In the published US patent application US 2009/0140131 A1 an image input apparatus,
a photodetection apparatus and an image synthesis method are disclosed.
[0005] An important benefit for using synthetic images as authentication devices is that they are difficult to copy. A
problem that has been discussed for a while is the problem for an un-trained viewer to be able to distinguish between
a correct image and a forged one. The properties of the image have to be very distinct and easily distinguishable from
different kinds of forged images. It can for instance be difficult for an untrained viewer to distinguish an image with a true
three-dimensional appearance from an image having certain 3D-like properties. A request is thus to provide optical
devices producing images than may be influenced to give large and easily observable changes when handled according
to a predetermined treatment.
[0006] In the patent US 5,844,713, an image display apparatus is disclosed, which image display apparatus includes
a plurality of image displaying devices for displaying respective display images on display surfaces thereof, reflecting
surfaces provided in correspondence to the respective image display devices, each for reflecting a light beam from the
corresponding image display device and an optical system guiding light beams from the plurality of reflecting surfaces
to a pupil of an observer.
[0007] WO 2010/057832 A1 discloses a method comprising the features recited in the preamble of claim 1 and a
device comprising the features recited in the preamble of claim 8.

SUMMARY

[0008] An object with the present invention is to utilize the three-dimensional information space of synthetic images
and to achieve methods and assisting devices for detecting such information. The above object is achieved by methods
and devices according to the enclosed independent claims. Preferred embodiments are defined by the enclosed de-
pendent claims. In a first aspect, a method for enabling reading of an optical device, being configured to provide a
synthetic image, comprises the steps recited in claim 1. In a second aspect, a device for enabling reading of an optical
device, comprises the features recited in claim 8. One advantage with the present invention is that the three-dimensional
space is utilized for information selection. Other advantages are further described in connection with the different em-
bodiments described further below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The invention, together with further objects and advantages thereof, may best be understood by making refer-
ence to the following description taken together with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIGS. 1A-B are schematic illustrations of optical devices giving rise to synthetic images;
FIGS. 2A-B are schematic illustrations of apparent depth and height in optical devices according to Figs. 1A-B;
FIGS. 3A-B are schematic illustrations of other optical devices giving rise to synthetic images;
FIGS. 4A-B are schematic illustrations of apparent depth and height in optical devices according to Figs. 3A-B;
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FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of steps of an embodiment of a method according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of an embodiment of a device according to the present invention;
FIGS. 7A-C illustrate the use of a diffusion screen as image plane selector;
FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of steps of another embodiment of a method according to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic illustration of another embodiment of a device according to the present invention;
FIGS. 10A-D are illustrations of selected image planes for distance measurement purposes;
FIG. 11 is a flow diagram of steps of yet another embodiment of a method according to the present invention;
FIGS. 12-13 are schematic illustrations of yet other embodiments of a device according to the present invention;
FIGS. 14A-C are illustrations of information patterns in one, two and three dimensions;
FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of steps of yet another embodiment of a method according to the present invention; and
FIG. 16 is a schematic illustration of yet other embodiment of a device according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Throughout the present disclosures, equal or directly corresponding features in different figures and embodi-
ments will be denoted by the same reference numbers.
[0011] In the present invention, the full three-dimensional space is utilized for storing image information. By providing
a simple reading technique for selecting two-dimensional part images of the three-dimensional space, the information
can easily be utilized for different kinds of applications. The base for this approach is the property of different kinds of
synthetic images to provide three-dimensional or quasi-three-dimensional image properties.
[0012] In order to fully understand the technological benefits, we will start with a summary of some examples of
synthetic images having three-dimensional or at least quasi-three-dimensional properties.
[0013] A system providing a synthetic image may comprise a two-dimensional array of focussing elements, for example
a two-dimensional array of spherical lenses. The spherical lenses are provided in an interface, typically a surface, of a
polymer foil. At another interface of the polymer foil, optically distinguishable icons are provided. When viewing the two-
dimensional array of focussing elements, each focussing element will provide an enlarged image of a small part of the
surface with the optically distinguishable icons, e.g. geometrical structures or printed patterns. The icons are typically
provided by printing or embossing, but may also be provided by e.g. etching or exposing for radiation. The viewer will
combine these small part images to a composed synthetic image. Different parts of the surface with the icons are imaged
when viewing the two-dimensional array of focussing elements from different angles. By configuring the icons in a
particular manner, different kinds of images and optical effects can be achieved.
[0014] Fig. 1A illustrates schematically a cross-sectional view of an example of an optical device 10 capable of producing
a synthetic image. The optical device 10 comprises a polymer foil 11 of thickness t. At a first side 12 of the polymer foil
11, a first array 13 of embossed microlenses 14 are provided at a surface. The embossed microlenses 14 are here the
utilized focussing elements 99. The first array 13 is in this example a periodic two-dimensional array, which becomes a
one-dimensional array in the cross-sectional view of Fig. 1A, with a periodicity Pl in the illustrated cross-section.
[0015] The polymer foil 11 of the present example is also provided with a second array 15 of identical icons 16. The
icons 16 constitute an interface between portions having differing optical properties. In the present example, the icons
16 are provided at a second side 17 of the polymer foil 11, opposite to the first side 12. The icons 16 in the present
example therefore become an interface between the interior of the polymer foil 11 and the space 18 behind the polymer
foil 11. The differences in optical properties of the polymer foil 11 and the space 18 makes it possible to distinguish the
shape of the icons 16. The second array 15 is in this example also a periodic two-dimensional array and has furthermore
the same symmetry properties as the first array 13. A symmetry axis of the second array 15 is parallel to a symmetry
axis of the first array 13. In other words, the first and second arrays 13, 15 are essentially aligned by their symmetry
axes. If, for example, both arrays exhibit a hexagonal pattern, the close-packed directions are aligned. The second array
15 has a periodicity Po, in the illustrated cross-section plane. The polymer foil 11 is essentially transparent or coloured
transparent, at least between the pattern planes.
[0016] In order for the synthetic image to be present for a viewer, the periodicity Po of the second array 15 differs by
a non-integer factor from the periodicity Pl of the first array 13. This relation determines, as is discussed further below,
the magnifying factor. Furthermore, the second array 15 is provided at a distance D from the first side 12 of the polymer
foil 11 that is close to a focal length f of the embossed microlenses 14. In the present example, having the icons 16 at
the second side 17 of the polymer foil 11, this puts a requirement on that the average thickness of the polymer foil 11
should be essentially equal to the focal length f. However, the distance between the first and second arrays 13, 15 does
not have to be exact equal to the focal length f.
[0017] As mentioned above, the magnification is dependent on the relative sizes of the periodicities Pl and Po. In Fig.
1A, the periodicity Po of the second array is slightly smaller than the periodicity Pl of the first array, i.e.: 
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[0018] A specific spot 20 at one of the icons 16 is in the illustrated example situated exactly below, and furthermore
in the focal point of one microlens 22 of the embossed microlenses 14. This means that light originating from the spot
20 ideally can travel through the polymer foil 11 and be refracted in the microlens above into a parallel beam of light
rays 21. Preferably, the spot 20 has a certain extension and is to be considered as a small area around the spot 20. The
diameter of the imaged area around the spot 20 is ideally equal to the difference in period between the microlens array
and the icon array. A spectator watching the first side 12 of the polymer foil 11 will experience the optical characteristics
of the area around spot 20 spread out over the entire microlens 22, i.e. an enlarged part image 29 will be experienced.
The microlens 23 will in the same manner provide another enlarged part image 29 of an area around spot 24 of another
of the icons 16. Since there is a slight mismatch in periodicity, the area around spot 24 does not correspond exactly to
the area around spot 20, but instead to an area slightly beside. By having a large number of microlenses 14 and icons
16, the areas that are imaged will ideally origin from every area of the icons 16. A spectator will thus experience a
synthetic image 25 composed by the small part images 29 corresponding to a respective microlens 14. The part images
29 will together be experienced by the eye as a magnified synthetic image 25 of the icon 16.
[0019] From simple geometrical reasoning, it is found that a periodicity Pi of an image is: 

where dl is a diameter of a microlens. A magnification M, as experienced when the optical device is view from an infinite
distance, is thus given by: 

[0020] Expressed in terms of a factor F between the periodicity Po of the second array and the periodicity Pl of the
first array: 

the magnification becomes: 

[0021] One may notice that the magnification becomes very large when the factor F comes close to unity. For a factor
equal to unity, the magnification becomes infinite, which often is not very useful, since only one single spot at the icons
then will be visible. In order to get a useful image, it is thus necessary that the factor F differs from unity, and, as will be
discussed further below, that the factor F differs from any integer value, i.e. F has to be a non-integer factor. However,
in order to achieve a large magnification, the factor should preferably be close to 1. In the example of Fig. 1A, the factor
is smaller than 1, since Po < Pl. The magnification thus has a positive value.
[0022] In Fig. 1B, another example of an optical device 10 is illustrated. Here, Pl < Po, the factor F becomes larger
than 1, and consequently, the magnification M becomes negative. The respective part images 29 are as above small
images of areas around respective spots 20, 24. These part images 29 are created as positively magnified images of
the areas around the spots 20, 24. However, due to the mismatch in periodicity, the part images 29 are here ordered in
an opposite order as compared to Fig. 1A. However, if each part image 29 is small enough, the eye will anyway create
a synthetic image 25 where a general trend of the original icon 16 is present. In other words, an entire synthetic image
25 produced by the example of Fig. 1B will appear for the eye as an inverted synthetic image 25 of the icon 16, while
the individual part images 29 are non-inverted images of limited areas around different spots 20, 24 at the icons 16. As
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will be discussed further below, the synthetic image 25 will also in this case appear to be positioned in front of the polymer
foil 11.
[0023] The design parameters of the polymer foil 11 have further impacts on the optical properties. Besides the property
of magnifying the icons, the polymer foil 11 also provides a synthetic three-dimensional experience. Fig. 2A illustrates
the experienced depth of the image. In this example, the factor F is smaller than 1. The eyes 26 of a spectator are
focussed on one spot 28 on the imaginary image 25. For simplicity, the spot 28 is situated in the middle between the
eyes 26. The paraxial rays 27 to the eyes pass different microlenses 14 at a right angle but comes from a corresponding
spot at the icons 16. The imaginary image, however, is produced at a depth of d. An angle β of the rays 27 is easily
defined in different ways in different parts of the figure by different design parameters. In the bottom part of the figure,
it is seen that:

where δ is the distance between the centre of a microlens 14 and the point in a same plane where the ray 27 intersects
the lens surface, and n is an integer. Similarly, as seen in the upper left part of Fig. 2A, the angle β can also be defined as: 

where R is a radius of curvature of the microlenses 14. Finally, as seen in the upper right part of Fig. 2, the angle β can
also be defined as: 

[0024] By combining (6) - (8) one finds that the image depth d becomes: 

or in terms of the factor F : 

[0025] Here it is also easily seen that the second term typically is negligible, and that a factor F close to unity gives a
large depth. The relation between focal length and lens radius is dependent on the choice of material, but is typically
less important for the magnitude than the factor F, when F is close to unity. The integer n and the distance δ disappear,
which proves that the depth d is constant, independent on the distance to the spectator. (However, the illustrated synthetic
image 25 will be affected by the distance and is here illustrated for a non-infinite viewing distance.)
[0026] If a factor F larger than unity is utilized, the depth d becomes negative, i.e. the synthetic image appears to be
situated in front of the lens surface, as seen by the spectator. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2B. The height h at which
the synthetic image 25 seems to be situated is thereby equal to the "negative" depths as defined above, i.e.: 

[0027] Another example of an optical device having a two-dimensional array of focusing elements and being configured
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to provide a synthetic image is based on curved mirrors, as illustrated in Fig. 3A. The optical device 10 in this example
also comprises a polymer foil 11 of thickness t. In this example, the two-dimensional array of focussing elements 99 is
constituted by a first array 13 of spherical mirrors 114. At a first side 12 of the polymer foil 11, a second array 15 of
identical icons 16 is provided in analogy with the lens example above. The second array 15 has a periodicity Po, in the
illustrated cross-section plane. The first array 13 of spherical mirrors 114 are provided at a surface of the second side
17 of the polymer foil. The focus length f of the mirrors is approximately equal to the thickness t of the polymer film. The
first array 13 has a periodicity Pm in the illustrated cross-section. The polymer foil 11 is essentially transparent or coloured
transparent, at least between the pattern planes.
[0028] Rays leaving the icons 16 towards the spherical mirrors 114 will be reflected in the spherical mirrors 114 into
a beam of parallel rays. The rays will refract at the first side 12 of the polymer foil 11, but will still be a beam of parallel
beams. Due to the differences in periodicity between Pm and Po, a synthetic enlarged image will also here be produced.
The same reasoning as in the lens case can be performed and the equation (5) is valid also in this case.
[0029] In Fig. 3B, a situation where an inverted image is provided at a height h above the foil is illustrated in analogy
with Fig. 1B.
[0030] Due to the refraction in the surface of the polymer foil, the apparent depth of height at which the synthetic image
is seen is somewhat different from the lens case. With reference to Fig. 4A, a ray that is refracted in a surface follows
Snell’s law: 

[0031] For an air interface, n1 is equal to 1. The angle β can be defined by: 

and since for a general angle θ

the angle β can also be defined by the relation: 

[0032] The angle α can be defined by: 

 and since: 

the result becomes (in view of eq. 14): 
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[0033] Combining (12), (15) and (18) will give the depth as: 

[0034] For small angles relative a surface normal of the optical device, the angles α and β are very close to each other
and the ratio between them becomes almost equal to 1. An approximate depth when the optical device is viewed from
a not very shallow angle is therefore: 

[0035] Furthermore, the thickness t and the radius R of the mirror curvature are connected by: 

[0036] This means that a low refractory index n2 gives large depths d. Small differences in the periodicities will also
give large depths, and generally a large icon periodicity Po will also give a large depth. However, there is no benefit of
using a polymer foil with a large refractory index n2 if a large depth is to be achieved.
[0037] Also in the case of mirrors as focussing elements, the synthetic image can be constructed in such a way that
it floats over the surface of the optical device by changing the periodicities and letting the icon period Po become larger
than the mirror period Pm. This is illustrated in Fig. 4B, and gives the height h:

[0038] A third example of an array of focusing elements that can be used to form a synthetic image is an array of small
apertures. Such arrangement will operate more or less as an array with lenses, but with much lower light throughput.
[0039] In the above examples, a certain icon period has been assumed, i.e. the icons are provided in a repetitive
manner. This gives an opportunity to easily derive equations for the apparent depth/height that assists in the understanding
of how such a device may function. However, there are also optical devices giving rise to synthetic images with depth
and/or height that comprise non-repetitive icons. The configuration of the icons are then performed in such a way that
the imaged parts of the icons are combinable over the surface of the optical device such that a synthetic image is created,
which thus in the general case in non-repetitive.
[0040] There are thus different manners to produce synthetic images that have an apparent depth below or height
above the surface of the device giving rise to the image.
[0041] A three-dimensional image can generally be considers as an amount of data spread out in three dimensions.
The position and the actual image content in each point together form a data entity. Any two-dimensional cut through
such a three-dimensional image is then associated with a selected of certain of the data in the entire image. Such a cut
could be a flat plane or a curved plane. The information selection can be seen as an assistance to retrieve some data
from the enormous total data content in the three-dimensional image. This selection can then be a part of e.g. an
authentication method.
[0042] Fig. 5 illustrates a flow diagram of steps of an embodiment of a general method according to the present
invention. The method for enabling reading of an optical device having a two-dimensional array of focusing elements
and being configured to provide a synthetic image, starts in step 200. In step 210, the optical device is arranging to
obtain a first predetermined shape. In step 220, an image plane selector is controlled to select an image plane at a first
position above a surface of the optical device. In such a way an observable two-dimensional section of the synthetic
image taken at the selected image plane is provided. The image plane selector comprises a diffusing screen. The step
of controlling then comprises a step of moving the diffusing screen to the image plane at the first position above the
surface of the optical device. In step 230, the observable two-dimensional section of the synthetic image is observed.
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The procedure ends in step 299.
[0043] Fig. 6 illustrates a schematic illustration of an embodiment of a device for enabling reading of an optical device.
A device 50 for enabling reading of an optical device 10 comprises an image plane selector 60 in the form of a diffusing
screen 62, a support structure 70 and an image plane controller 80. The optical device 10 has a two-dimensional array
of focusing elements 99 and is configured to provide a synthetic image, e.g. according to the above described examples.
The support structure 70 is arranged for supporting the image plane selector 60 relative to the optical device 10 arranged
in a predetermined shape. In the present embodiment, the optical device 10 is placed on top of a surface 72 of the
support structure 70. In this embodiment, the surface 72 is a plane surface and consequently the predetermined shape
of the optical device 10 is flat.
[0044] The image plane controller 80 is configured to control the image plane selector 60 so as to select an image
plane 64 at a position above a surface 51 of the optical device 10. An observable two-dimensional section of the synthetic
image taken at that selected image plane is thereby provided for a viewer. The image plane selector is a diffusing screen
62, whereby the image plane 64 becomes the plane of the diffusing screen 62. The diffusing screen 62 is attached to a
holder 84, which in turn is slidably engaged with girders 86 of a frame 82 provided from the surface 72 and upwards.
The diffusing screen 62 can thereby be moved up or down until the requested image plane 64 is coinciding with the
diffusing screen 62. Clamps 88 are provided between the holder 84 and each girder 86 to maintain the position of the
holder when the movement is ended.
[0045] Figs. 7A-C illustrate how the diffusing screen 62 operates as an image plane selector 60. From elements in
the optical device 10, light rays 101 are emitted, intended to reach the eyes 26 of a viewer. A point 103 of the three-
dimensional image has an apparent height h over the surface of the optical device 10. All individual rays contributing to
this part of the image therefore converge into the point 103 before reaching the eyes 26. In Fig. 7A, a diffusing screen
62 is inserted between the viewer and the optical device at a height H that is larger than the apparent height h of the
point 103. All light reaching the diffusing screen 62 will be scattered as part rays 102 in different directions. In a preferred
embodiment, the distribution of the light is essentially homogeneous over the entire half-sphere above the diffusing
screen 62. Part rays 102 from different lateral positions of the diffusing screen 62 will reach the eyes 26 of the viewer
and the image of the point 103 therefore becomes "smeared out" over essentially the entire surface of the diffusing
screen 62.
[0046] In Fig. 7B, the diffusing screen 62 is placed at the same height H as the apparent height h of the point 103.
Since all rays contributing to the point 103 passes one and the same point at this height h, only one point at the diffusing
screen 62 will be hit and any light reaching the eyes 26 of the viewer will always come from one and the same spot on
the diffusing screen 62. The sharpness of that point will therefore be much less degraded than in Fig. 7A. The point 103
is therefore still seen in a clear view by the viewer.
[0047] In Fig. 7C, the diffusing screen is brought down to a height H below the height h of the point 103. The situation
will be analogue to the one in Fig. 7A and a diffuse general smeared out image will be the result of the rays intended to
build the image at the point 103. In this manner, the position of the diffusing screen 62 determines which image points
that will be seen as a clear image.
[0048] The height selection is rather sensitive. The reading approach according to the present invention can therefore
by advantage be used for measuring distances. Fig. 8 is a flow diagram of steps of an embodiment of a height measuring
method according to the present invention. The method for finding a predetermined distance from an object surface
starts in step 201. In step 205, an optical device is read according to the principles described here above. For this
particular application, the arranging of the optical device is performed onto the object surface from which the height is
going to be determined. The optical device is furthermore configured to provide a predetermined section of the synthetic
image at a certain apparent image height above the surface of the optical device that corresponds to the predetermined
distance. In step 240, the position of the image plane selector is varied until the predetermined section of the synthetic
image is observable. The position of the image plane then corresponds to the predetermined distance. The procedure
ends in step 298.
[0049] Fig. 9 illustrates a schematic drawing of an embodiment of a distance meter 52 for finding a predetermined
distance from an object surface 53 according to the present invention. The optical device 10 is provided at the object
surface 53. The optical device 10 is furthermore configured to provide a predetermined section of the synthetic image
at a certain apparent image height above the surface of the optical device 10 that corresponds to the predetermined
distance. It resembles the device of Fig. 6, but this embodiment comprises only one pair of girders 86. The precision of
the fitting of the holder 84 into the girders 86 is here better, by use of bearings, in order to ensure a high positioning
accuracy. In this embodiment, the diffusing screen 62 is a frosted foil 61 attached to the frame 82 connected to the
support structure 70. A micromotor 81 controls the position of the image plane selector 60 by means of a threaded rod
85. The micromotor 81 and the threaded rod 85 together constitutes a translator 87, which thus is configured to me-
chanically control a distance between the frame 82 and the surface of the optical device 10. Furthermore, a height
indicator 83 is provided at the same height as the image plane selected by the image plane selector 60. The micromotor
81 is turned until the predetermined section of the synthetic image is observable. The height indicator 83 then marks
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the position of the predetermined distance from the object surface 53. In a more elaborate embodiment, an image
detector 66, e.g. a CCD camera, is arranged to record the selected two-dimensional section of the synthetic image that
is provided at the selected image plane. The recorded image of the image detector 66 can be automatically analysed.
The control of the micromotor 81 can further be connected to the image analyser. When a predetermined image appears,
the micromotor 81 can be stopped. Fine adjustments can then be performed by controlling the motor to fine adjust the
image plane selector 60 until a sharpest possible image is obtained.
[0050] By having an optical device 10 that gives rise to structures at different apparent heights, one may select between
a number of predetermined distances to be determined.
[0051] Fig. 10A-D illustrate images seen at the selected image plane for different heights. In this embodiment, the
optical device is configured in such a way that a number "14" has an apparent height position of 14 mm above the optical
device, or rather the bottom plane of the optical device. The optical device is further configured in such a way that a
number "15" has an apparent height position of 15 mm, a number "16" has an apparent height position of 16 mm, and
a number "17" has an apparent height position of 17 mm above the optical device. When the image plane is selected
to be situated 14 mm above the object surface, the image of Fig. 10A is observable, presenting a sharp "14". When the
image plane is selected to be situated 15 mm above the object surface, the image of Fig. 10B is observable, presenting
a sharp "15". When the image plane is selected to be situated 16 mm above the object surface, the image of Fig. 10C
is observable, presenting a sharp "16". When the image plane is selected to be situated 17 mm above the object surface,
the image of Fig. 10D is observable, presenting a sharp "17". Anyone skilled in the art realizes that by configuring the
optical device in suitable ways, various height measurement options are possible.
[0052] A structure in a three-dimensional image may give a rather complex impression. Certain small features may
be difficult to distinguish within a complex three-dimensional image only by use of the human eye (and brain). This
possibility to "hide" certain structures within another picture may be utilized e.g. for authentication purposes. These
properties can be further enhanced by arranging the authentication structure in a curved two-dimensional plane. This
further enhances the difficulties for the eye and brain to "extract" it from the three-dimensional image.
[0053] Fig. 11 is a flow diagram of steps of an embodiment of an authentication method according to the present
invention. The method for authentication starts in step 203. In step 205, an optical device is read according to the
principles described here above. For this particular application, the optical device is attached to an object to be authen-
ticated. In step 250, the observed two-dimensional section of the synthetic image is compared with a predetermined
two-dimensional image for verifying an authenticity of the object. The procedure ends in step 297.
[0054] Fig. 12 illustrates an embodiment of a simple device 50 for enabling reading of an optical device 10 in the form
of an authenticity verifier 54. The authenticity verifier 54 presents an image plane controller 80, in this particular embod-
iment in the form of a solid glass block 89, an image plane selector 60, in this particular embodiment a frosted surface
63 of the solid glass block 89, and a support structure 70, in this particular embodiment a lower surface 72 of the solid
glass block 89. The optical device 10 is held against the lower surface 72, thereby obtaining a predetermined shape.
The frosted surface 63 has another predetermined shape provided at a predetermined position relative the lower surface
72. An image of the curved two-dimensional selected image plane can be seen at the frosted surface 63, and authenticity
can be determined if the shown image corresponds to a predetermined image. In this embodiment, both the image plane
and the optical device have curved shapes. However, as anyone skilled in the art understands, one or both of them can
also be flat. In this view, the image plane selector 60 is thus a diffusing surface, in this case a frosted surface 63, of a
transparent rigid body, in this case the solid glass block 89. The support structure 70 is a surface 72 of the transparent
rigid body, opposite to the diffusing surface. The image plane controller 80 is constituted by the transparent rigid body itself.
[0055] Fig. 13 illustrates another embodiment of an authenticity verifier 54. In this embodiment, a solid glass block 89
is provided with a number of slots 91, into which a frosted foil 61 can be stuck. The optical device 10 is held against the
bottom surface 72 of the glass block 89 and a two-dimensional image selected by the frosted foil 61 can be viewed from
above. By moving the frosted foil 61 to another slot 91, image planes at different positions relative to the optical device
10 can be selected.
[0056] As anyone skilled in the art understands, an analogue device, where the position of the optical device instead
is shifted relative to a stationary image plane selector, is feasible, as well as a device in which the position of both the
optical device and the image plane selector can be changed.
[0057] During the last years, bar codes, such as schematically illustrated in Fig. 14A, are used in many different
applications to provide a compact and reliable way to provide data. Also a two-dimensional analogy is used, where
points over a surface, such as illustrated in Fig. 14B, represent different kinds of data. These principles can also be
expanded into three dimensions. By having an optical device providing a synthetic three-dimensional image, different
lateral and height positions can be used to represent data, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 14C. However, such three-
dimensional data representations are difficult to interpret directly in three dimensions. Instead, according to the basic
principles of the present invention, interpretation of such three-dimensional data representations can be performed by
successively extract information of different two-dimensional image planes.
[0058] Fig. 15 is a flow diagram of steps of an embodiment of an information decoding method according to the present
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invention. The method for information decoding starts in step 204. In step 205, an optical device is read according to
the principles described further above. For this particular application, the optical device is configured to provide prede-
termined sections of the synthetic image at different apparent image heights above the surface of said optical device.
In step 260, the observed two-dimensional section of the synthetic image is recorded. In step 262, the recorded two-
dimensional section is interpreted into data. The steps of reading 205, recording 260 and interpreting 262 are repeated
for a plurality of different image plane positions, as indicated by the arrow 264. The procedure ends in step 296.
[0059] Fig. 16 illustrates a schematic drawing of an embodiment of an information decoder 55 according to the present
invention. Most parts are similar to the device presented in Fig. 9. In this embodiment, the holder 84 to which the image
plane selector 60 is attached also comprises a distance meter 92, which is configured to measure the distance to the
object surface 53. The micromotor 81 is controlled to move the holder 84 until a predetermined distance is reached. The
image detector 66 records the two-dimensional image that appears at the image plane selector 60, which then is a
selected image section within the three-dimensional synthetic image. The micromotor 81 is controlled to move the holder
to another distance and another image is recorded. The recorded images are provided to an image interpreter 68, in
which the recorded two-dimensional image is interpreted coded information comprised in the recorded two-dimensional
section of the synthetic image into data. In such a way, the data content represented by the entire three-dimensional
space can be retrieved. Preferably, an automation controller 93 is connected between the image detector 66, the image
interpreter 68 and the micromotor 81. The automation controller 93 is configured to cause an operation of the image
plane controller 80 to select image planes at a plurality of positions and to synchronize the image detector 66 to the
operation of the image plane controller 80.
[0060] In the embodiments of the present invention, optical devices producing an image that at least partially has an
apparent height are of interest, i.e. it is seen as if the image is at least partly suspended over the optical device surface.
This property has been utilized for extracting certain selected image planes within the so produced three-dimensional
space.
[0061] In the above presented embodiments, two-dimensional arrays of focusing elements are used. This is presently
considered as the preferable embodiments. Most of the effects are, however, also possible to achieve by one-dimensional
arrays of focussing elements, such as e.g. lenticular lenses, cylindrical mirrors etc. The spatial effects are then utilised
in the direction transverse to the extension of the focusing elements. Such devices are, however, in general sensitive
to the direction relative a viewer and the benefits are therefore less pronounced for such focussing element alternatives.
[0062] The embodiments described above are to be understood as a few illustrative examples of the present invention.
It will be understood by those skilled in the art that various modifications, combinations and changes may be made to
the embodiments without departing from the scope of the present invention. In particular, different part solutions in the
different embodiments can be combined in other configurations, where technically possible. The scope of the present
invention is, however, defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for enabling reading of an optical device (10) being configured to provide a synthetic image, comprising
the step of:
arranging (210) said optical device (10), having an array (13) of focusing elements (99) provided at a first side (12)
of a polymer foil (11) and an array (15) of icons (16) provided in said polymer foil (11), said icons (16) constituting
an interface between portions having differing optical properties, said array (15) of icons (16) being provided at a
distance (D) from said first side (12) of said polymer foil (11) that is close to a focal length (f) of said focussing
elements (99), to obtain a first predetermined shape,
characterised by the further steps of:

controlling (220) an image plane selector (60) to select an image plane (64) at a first position relative a surface
of said optical device (10), thereby providing an observable two-dimensional section of said synthetic image
taken at said selected image plane (64);
said image plane selector (60) is a diffusing screen (62); and
wherein said step of controlling (220) comprises a step of moving said diffusing screen (62) to said image plane
(64) at said first position above said surface of said optical device (10).

2. The method for enabling reading of an optical device according to claim 1, characterised in that said array (13) is
a two-dimensional array.

3. The method for enabling reading of an optical device according to claim 1 or 2, characterised in that said first
predetermined shape is a curved shape.
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4. A method for reading (205) of an optical device (10), comprising the steps of the method for enabling reading of an
optical device according to any of the claims 1 to 3; and the further step of observing (230) said observable two-
dimensional section of said synthetic image.

5. A method for finding a predetermined distance from an object surface (53), comprising:

the steps of the method for reading (205) of an optical device (10) according to claim 4, wherein said arranging
(210) of said optical device being performed onto said object surface (53) and wherein said optical device (10)
being configured to provide a predetermined section of said synthetic image at an apparent image height, above
said surface of said optical device (10), corresponding to said predetermined distance; and
varying (240) said first position until said predetermined section of said synthetic image is observable;
whereby a position of said image plane (64) corresponds to said predetermined distance.

6. A method for authentication, comprising the steps of the method for reading (205) of an optical device (10) according
to claim 4, wherein said optical device (10) being attached to an object to be authenticated; and the further step of
comparing (250) said observed two-dimensional section of said synthetic image with a predetermined two-dimen-
sional image for verifying an authenticity.

7. A method for information decoding, comprising the steps of the method for reading (205) of an optical device (10)
according to claim 4, wherein said optical device (10) being configured to provide a predetermined sections of said
synthetic image at different apparent image positions relative to said surface of said optical device (10); and the
further steps of:

recording (260) said observed two-dimensional section of said synthetic image;
interpreting (262) said recorded two-dimensional section into data; and
repeating (264) said steps of reading (205), recording (210) and interpreting (220) for a plurality of different said
image plane positions.

8. A device (50) for enabling reading of an optical device (10)
comprising the optical device (10) having an array (13) of focusing elements (99) provided at a first side (12) of a
polymer foil (11) and an array (15) of icons (16) provided in said polymer foil (11), said icons (16) constituting an
interface between portions having differing optical properties, said array (15) of icons (16) being provided at a
distance (D) from said first side (12) of said polymer foil (11) that is close to a focal length (f) of said focussing
elements (99), and being configured to provide a synthetic image;
characterised by
an image plane selector (60);
said image plane selector (60) comprises a diffusing screen (62),
a support structure (70);
said support structure (70) being arranged for supporting said image plane selector (60) relative to said optical
device (10) arranged in a first predetermined shape; and
an image plane controller (80), configured to control said image plane selector (60) to select an image plane (64)
at a first position relative a surface of said optical device (10), thereby providing an observable two-dimensional
section of said synthetic image taken at said selected image plane (64);
whereby said image plane (64) is the plane of the diffusing screen (62).

9. The device according to claim 8, characterised in that said array (13) is a two-dimensional array.

10. The device for enabling reading of an optical device according to claim 8 or 9, characterised in that said first
predetermined shape is a curved shape.

11. The device for enabling reading of an optical device according to any of the claims 8 to 10, characterised in that
said diffusing screen (62) is a frosted foil attached to said support structure (70) by a frame (82);
said image plane controller (80) comprises a translator (87) configured to mechanically control a distance between
said frame (82) and said surface of said optical device (10).

12. The device for enabling reading of an optical device according to claim 8, characterised by:
an image detector (66), arranged to record a two-dimensional section of said synthetic image being provided at said
selected image plane (64).
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13. A distance meter (52) for finding a predetermined distance from an object surface (53), comprising:

a device (50) for enabling reading of an optical device (10) according to claim 8; and
an indicator (83) configured to indicate said first position.

14. An authenticity verifier (54), comprising a device (50) for enabling reading of an optical device (10) according to
claim 8, wherein said image plane selector (60) is a diffusing surface of a transparent rigid body, said support
structure (70) is a surface of said transparent rigid body, opposite to said diffusing surface, and said image plane
controller (80) is the transparent rigid body itself.

15. An information decoder (55), comprising:

a device (50) for enabling reading of an optical device (10) according to claim 12;
an image interpreter, configured to interpret coded information comprised in said recorded two-dimensional
section of said synthetic image.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung (10), die konfiguriert ist, um ein synthetisches
Bild bereitzustellen, den folgenden Schritt umfassend:

Anordnen (210) der optischen Vorrichtung (10), die eine Reihe (13) an Fokussierelementen (99), die auf einer
ersten Seite (12) einer Polymerfolie (11) bereitgestellt ist, und eine Reihe (15) an Symbolen (16), die in der
Polymerfolie (11) bereitgestellt ist, aufweist, wobei die Symbole (16) eine Schnittstelle zwischen Abschnitten
darstellen, die abweichende optische Eigenschaften aufweisen, wobei die Reihe (15) an Symbolen (16) in einem
Abstand (D) zu der ersten Seite (12) der Polymerfolie (11) bereitgestellt ist, der nahe einer Brennweite (f) der
Fokussierelemente (99) ist, um eine erste zuvor festgelegte Form zu erhalten,
gekennzeichnet durch die folgenden weiteren Schritte:

Steuern (220) eines Bildebenenselektors (60), um eine Bildebene (64) in einer ersten Position relativ zu
einer Fläche der optischen Vorrichtung (10) auszuwählen, wodurch ein beobachtbarer zweidimensionaler
Abschnitt des synthetischen Bildes in der ausgewählten Bildebene (64) bereitgestellt wird; wobei der Bil-
debenenselektor (60) eine Streuscheibe (62) ist; und
wobei der Schritt des Steuerns (220) einen Schritt des Bewegens der Streuscheibe (62) zu der Bildebene
(64) in der ersten Position über der Fläche der optischen Vorrichtung (10) umfasst.

2. Verfahren zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass die Reihe (13) eine zweidimensionale Reihe ist.

3. Verfahren zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die erste zuvor festgelegte Form eine gebogene Form ist.

4. Verfahren zur Auslesung (205) einer optischen Vorrichtung (10), umfassend die Schritte des Verfahrens zum Er-
möglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3; und den weiteren Schritt
des Beobachtens (230) des beobachtbaren zweidimensionalen Abschnitts des synthetischen Bildes.

5. Verfahren zur Findung eines zuvor festgelegten Abstands zu einer Objektfläche (53), umfassend:

die Schritte des Verfahrens zur Auslesung (205) einer optischen Vorrichtung (10) nach Anspruch 4, wobei das
Anordnen (210) der optischen Vorrichtung auf der Objektfläche (53) durchgeführt wird und wobei die optische
Vorrichtung (10) konfiguriert ist, um einen zuvor festgelegten Abschnitt des synthetischen Bildes in einer schein-
baren Bildhöhe über der Fläche der optischen Vorrichtung (10) entsprechend dem zuvor festgelegten Abstand
bereitzustellen; und
Variieren (240) der ersten Position, bis der zuvor festgelegte Abschnitt des synthetischen Bildes beobachtbar ist;
wodurch eine Position der Bildebene (64) dem zuvor festgelegten Abstand entspricht.

6. Verfahren zur Authentifizierung, umfassend die Schritte des Verfahrens zur Auslesung (205) einer optischen Vor-
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richtung (10) nach Anspruch 4, wobei die optische Vorrichtung (10) an einem zu authentifizierenden Objekt ange-
bracht ist; und den weiteren Schritt des
Vergleichens (250) des beobachteten zweidimensionalen Abschnitts des synthetischen Bildes mit einem zuvor
festgelegten zweidimensionalen Bild, um eine Authentizität zu verifizieren.

7. Verfahren zur Informationsentschlüsselung, umfassend die Schritte des Verfahrens zur Auslesung (205) einer op-
tischen Vorrichtung (10) nach Anspruch 4, wobei die optische Vorrichtung (10) konfiguriert ist, um einen zuvor
festgelegten Abschnitt des synthetischen Bildes in verschiedenen scheinbaren Bildpositionen relativ zu der Fläche
der optischen Vorrichtung (10) bereitzustellen; und die folgenden weiteren Schritte:

Aufzeichnen (260) des beobachteten zweidimensionalen Abschnitts des synthetischen Bildes;
Interpretieren (262) des aufgezeichneten zweidimensionalen Bildes zu Daten; und
Wiederholen (264) der Schritte des Auslesens (205), Aufzeichnens (210) und Interpretierens (220) für eine
Vielzahl von verschiedenen Bildebenenpositionen.

8. Vorrichtung (50) zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung (10), umfassend die optische Vor-
richtung (10), die eine Reihe (13) an Fokussierelementen (99), die auf einer ersten Seite (12) einer Polymerfolie
(11) bereitgestellt ist, und eine Reihe (15) an Symbolen (16), die in der Polymerfolie (11) bereitgestellt ist, aufweist,
wobei die Symbole (16) eine Schnittstelle zwischen Abschnitten darstellen, die abweichende optische Eigenschaften
aufweisen, wobei die Reihe (15) an Symbolen (16) in einem Abstand (D) zu der ersten Seite (12) der Polymerfolie
(11) bereitgestellt ist, der nahe einer Brennweite (f) der Fokussierelemente (99) ist, und konfiguriert, um ein syn-
thetisches Bild bereitzustellen; gekennzeichnet durch
einen Bildebenenselektor (60);
wobei der Bildebenenselektor (60) einen Streuschirm (62) umfasst,
eine Stützstruktur (70);
wobei die Stützstruktur (70) angeordnet ist, um den Bildebenenselektor (60) relativ zu der optischen Vorrichtung
(10), die in einer ersten zuvor festgelegten Form angeordnet ist, zu stützen; und
eine Bildebenensteuerung (80), die konfiguriert ist, um den Bildebenenselektor (60) zu steuern, um eine Bildebene
(64) in einer ersten Position relativ zu einer Fläche der optischen Vorrichtung (10) auszuwählen, wodurch ein
beobachtbarer zweidimensionaler Abschnitt des synthetischen Bildes in der ausgewählten Bildebene (64) bereit-
gestellt wird;
wodurch die Bildebene (64) die Ebene des Streuschirms (62) ist.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Reihe (13) eine zweidimensionale Reihe ist.

10. Vorrichtung zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass die erste zuvor festgelegte Form eine gebogene Form ist.

11. Vorrichtung zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 10,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Streuschirm (62) eine mattierte Folie ist, die durch einen Rahmen (82) an der Stützstruktur (70) angebracht ist;
die Bildebenensteuerung (80) einen Übersetzer (87) umfasst, der konfiguriert ist, um einen Abstand zwischen dem
Rahmen (82) und der Fläche der optischen Vorrichtung (10) mechanisch zu steuern.

12. Vorrichtung zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, gekennzeichnet durch:
einen Bilddetektor (66), der angeordnet ist, um einen zweidimensionalen Abschnitt des synthetischen Bildes auf-
zuzeichnen, der in der ausgewählten Bildebene (64) bereitgestellt ist.

13. Abstandsmesser (52) zur Findung eines zuvor festgelegten Abstands zu einer Objektfläche (53), umfassend:

eine Vorrichtung (50) zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung (10) nach Anspruch 8; und
einen Anzeiger (83), der konfiguriert ist, um die erste Position anzuzeigen.

14. Authentizitätsverifizierer (54), umfassend eine Vorrichtung (50) zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen
Vorrichtung (10) nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Bildebenenselektor (60) eine Streufläche eines transparenten steifen
Körpers ist, die Stützstruktur (70) eine Fläche des transparenten steifen Körpers ist, gegenüber der Streufläche,
und die Bildebenensteuerung (80) der transparente steife Körper selbst ist.
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15. Informationsdecodierer (55), umfassend:

eine Vorrichtung (50) zum Ermöglichen der Auslesung einer optischen Vorrichtung (10) nach Anspruch 12;
einen Bildinterpretierer, der konfiguriert ist, um codierte Informationen, die in dem aufgezeichneten zweidimen-
sionalen Abschnitt des synthetischen Bildes enthalten sind, zu interpretieren.

Revendications

1. Procédé permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique (10) étant configuré pour fournir une image synthétique, com-
prenant l’étape :
d’agencement (210) dudit dispositif optique (10), ayant un réseau (13) d’éléments de focalisation (99) fourni au
niveau d’un premier côté (12) d’une feuille de polymère (11) et un réseau (15) d’icônes (16) fourni dans ladite feuille
de polymère (11), lesdites icônes (16) constituant une interface entre des parties ayant des propriétés optiques
différentes, ledit réseau (15) d’icônes (16) étant fourni à une distance (D) dudit premier côté (12) de ladite feuille
de polymère (11) qui est proche d’une longueur focale (f) desdits éléments de focalisation (99), pour obtenir une
première forme prédéterminée,
caractérisé par les étapes supplémentaires de :

commande (220) d’un sélecteur de plan d’image (60) pour sélectionner un plan d’image (64) au niveau d’une
première position par rapport à une surface dudit dispositif optique (10), fournissant ainsi une section bidimen-
sionnelle observable de ladite image synthétique prise au niveau dudit plan d’image sélectionné (64) ;
ledit sélecteur de plan d’image (60) est un écran diffusant (62) ; et
dans lequel ladite étape de commande (220) comprend une étape de déplacement dudit écran diffusant (62)
jusqu’audit plan d’image (64) au niveau de ladite première position au-dessus de ladite surface dudit dispositif
optique (10).

2. Procédé permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit réseau
(13) est un réseau bidimensionnel.

3. Procédé permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que ladite
première forme prédéterminée est une forme incurvée.

4. Procédé de lecture (205) d’un dispositif optique (10), comprenant les étapes du procédé permettant la lecture d’un
dispositif optique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3 ; et l’étape supplémentaire d’observation (230)
de ladite section bidimensionnelle observable de ladite image synthétique.

5. Procédé pour trouver une distance prédéterminée à la surface d’un objet (53), comprenant :

les étapes du procédé de lecture (205) d’un dispositif optique (10) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit
agencement (210) dudit dispositif optique est effectué sur la surface dudit objet (53) et dans lequel ledit dispositif
optique (10) est configuré pour fournir une section prédéterminée de ladite image synthétique à une hauteur
de l’image apparente, au-dessus de ladite surface dudit dispositif optique (10), correspondant à ladite distance
prédéterminée ; et
la variation (240) de ladite première position jusqu’à ce que ladite section prédéterminée de ladite image syn-
thétique soit observable ;
moyennant quoi une position dudit plan d’image (64) correspond à ladite distance prédéterminée.

6. Procédé d’authentification, comprenant les étapes du procédé de lecture (205) d’un dispositif optique (10) selon la
revendication 4, dans lequel ledit dispositif optique (10) est fixé à un objet à authentifier ; et l’étape supplémentaire
de comparaison (250) de ladite section bidimensionnelle observée de ladite image synthétique à une image bidi-
mensionnelle prédéterminée pour vérifier une authenticité.

7. Procédé de décodage d’informations, comprenant les étapes du procédé de lecture (205) d’un dispositif optique
(10) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit dispositif optique (10) est configuré pour fournir une section prédé-
terminée de ladite image synthétique à différentes positions de l’image apparente par rapport à ladite surface dudit
dispositif optique (10) ; et les étapes supplémentaires :
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d’enregistrement (260) de ladite section bidimensionnelle observée de ladite image synthétique ;
d’interprétation (262) de ladite section bidimensionnelle enregistrée en données ; et
la répétition (264) desdites étapes de lecture (205), d’enregistrement (210) et d’interprétation (220) pour une
pluralité de différentes dites positions de plan d’image.

8. Dispositif (50) permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique (10) comprenant le dispositif optique (10) ayant un réseau
(13) d’éléments de focalisation (99) fourni au niveau d’un premier côté (12) d’une feuille de polymère (11) et un
réseau (15) d’icônes (16) fourni dans ladite feuille de polymère (11), lesdites icônes (16) constituant une interface
entre des parties ayant des propriétés optiques différentes, ledit réseau (15) d’icônes (16) étant fourni à une distance
(D) dudit premier côté (12) de ladite feuille de polymère (11) qui est proche d’une longueur focale (f) desdits éléments
de focalisation (99), et étant configuré pour fournir une image synthétique ;
caractérisé par
un sélecteur de plan d’image (60) ;
ledit sélecteur de plan d’image (60) comprend un écran diffusant (62),
une structure de support (70) ;
ladite structure de support (70) étant agencée pour supporter ledit sélecteur de plan d’image (60) par rapport audit
dispositif optique (10) agencé en une première forme prédéterminée ; et
un dispositif de commande de plan d’image (80), configuré pour commander ledit sélecteur de plan d’image (60)
pour sélectionner un plan d’image (64) au niveau d’une première position par rapport à une surface dudit dispositif
optique (10), fournissant ainsi une section bidimensionnelle observable de ladite image synthétique prise au niveau
dudit plan d’image sélectionné (64) ;
moyennant quoi ledit plan d’image (64) est le plan de l’écran diffusant (62).

9. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, caractérisé en ce que ledit réseau (13) est un réseau bidimensionnel.

10. Dispositif permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique selon la revendication 8 ou 9, caractérisé en ce que ladite
première forme prédéterminée est une forme incurvée.

11. Dispositif permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 10, caractérisé
en ce que
ledit écran diffusant (62) est une feuille dépolie fixée à ladite structure de support (70) par un cadre (82) ;
ledit dispositif de commande de plan d’image (80) comprend un dispositif de translation (87) configuré pour com-
mander mécaniquement une distance entre ledit cadre (82) et ladite surface dudit dispositif optique (10).

12. Dispositif permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique selon la revendication 8, caractérisé par :
un détecteur d’image (66), agencé pour enregistrer une section bidimensionnelle de ladite image synthétique étant
fournie au niveau dudit plan d’image sélectionné (64).

13. Télémètre (52) pour trouver une distance prédéterminée à la surface d’un objet (53), comprenant :

un dispositif (50) permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique (10) selon la revendication 8 ; et
un indicateur (83) configuré pour indiquer ladite première position.

14. Vérificateur d’authenticité (54), comprenant un dispositif (50) permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique (10) selon
la revendication 8, dans lequel ledit sélecteur de plan d’image (60) est une surface diffusante d’un corps rigide
transparent, ladite structure de support (70) est une surface dudit corps rigide transparent, opposée à ladite surface
diffusante, et ledit dispositif de commande de plan d’image (80) est le corps rigide transparent même.

15. Décodeur d’informations (55), comprenant :

un dispositif (50) permettant la lecture d’un dispositif optique (10) selon la revendication 12 ;
un interpréteur d’image, configuré pour interpréter les informations codées comprises dans ladite section bidi-
mensionnelle enregistrée de ladite image synthétique.
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